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PROBLEM OF INDEPENDENT RAPS
By J. D. LARPENTEUR (Paris)
·
JN one of his publications, the eminent scientist, Professor
Charles Richet of the Paris Institute described
" raps" as
" Sounds one hears when the hands are placed on
the table, but in certain cases, very rare, they are produced without any visible contact. The phenomenon
called ' raps,' constitute, when the raps are incontestable, a most brilliant proof that certain forces exist,
working mechanically on objects, quite independent
of our muscular contractions. For myself, I consider
raps, in spite of their simplicity, or rather on account
of their simplicity, as the most beautiful phenomenon
of metapsychics."
This, of course, means when the independent raps give
incontestable proof of intelligence. In an informal
conversation one day in his library, I related to Professor
Richet an experience I had with these independent raps.
He listened attentively to the end, then turning to me he
said grayelx, " I believe you because I have had exactly
the same eiPerience.~' - rrere lS the Stor y r refatecf to liirn ~
I was reading one day in the library of my friend
Leymairie, who, after his father, was editor of the Revue
Spirite. The person in charge was speaking to a lady,
who subsequently came to me, saying, " I have just been
informed, sir, that your wife has lately passed away." She
then told me of her private circle which had for object to
obtain communications for the bereaved. Her manners
showed that she was a person of distinction ; so, thanking
her for her kind offer, I asked if I might know the kind
or character of her communications. She replied, " It
is through the table." Whereupon I thanked her again
for her kindness, but informed her that I lacked all interest
in table-tipping. " Oh,'' she said at once, smiling, " I
forgot to say that with us no one touches the table. We
get communications through absolutely independent
raps ."
That at once interested me, and accepting, I called at the
fixed hour at her home in the aristocratic quarter of St.

Germain. Receiving .me cordially, the lady presented
me to several of her friends-among others a judge of the
higher courts of Paris, a young gentleman, son of a senator,
and a baron. We were seven, seated around the room,
in the centre of which was a heavy round table, separated
by about two or two and a half yards from the sitters.
The light having been lowered, singing began, and we
waited patiently. There was no invocation or ceremonial.
All was simple and plain. After a moment, I heard
distinctly a rap coming from the table. Madame asked if
"Fo" was there-a rap indicated "Yes." Would he
give us a communication ? Again an affirmative rap.
The alphabet was called over, a rap marked the letter,
and this went on, letters forming words and names and
making sentences containing words of solace or love
from the unseen ones to their relations. But all this was
in the dark and I dislike darkness in these matters. I
could not see the man opposite me in the far corner and I
could not help thinking how easy it would be for me to
have a folding-stick in my sleeve, and, seated where he
was, to make raps orr that tabte without" being- seen and
with but little movement. However, that was only my
incorrigible habit of observing these experiences from
different points of view.
At last my turn came-a rap. Was it for D.L.? (myself). Raps said "Yes." Madame V. asked if "Fo"
would please give us the name of the spirit wishing to
communicate. I have often noticed how sensitive spirits
are as to how they are treated by sitters at a circle. They
may be entreated but never commanded.
Madame V . was hoping that I would hear from my
wife, but no one enquired her name. I said not a word,
and it was only at the end that " Louise " was announced.
At the same moment I distinctly heard two faint raps
on the wall just above my head. Louise was not the
name of my wife but that of my sister " Lou " who had
passed on the year before, a serious, religious person,
who was versed in certain phases of spiritual phenomena.
Madame V. thought surely it was my wife, but, telling
(Confi11t11d 011 next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

notl11ng, I asked if Louise were really for me. " Yes,"
said the raps. Then can you tell me what was her relationship to me? The word "sceur" (sister) was rapped
out. (I made the enquiry to see if the thought of Mrs.
y. would ~ause the word "femme" (wife) to be given
instead of sister.) As for myself, I had not been thinkinoof my sister far away in the United States, but her nam~
came, accentuated by the two tiny raps just above my
head.
All this was interesting but we were sitting in the dark
and I kept wondering if I could detect any indication of
i~dependent intelligence guiding the force in the production of raps. I wanted something dispelling all possibility
of illusion or delusion. So, gathering my thoughts, I said
-mental(y of course : " Dear Control, you show that you
have active power; could you kindly bring that table
here wh~re I am seated, and then touch three times my
hand which I place on my knee ? " I waited in silence.
Shortly, to my amazement, I felt in fact somethino- leaning
against my knees, and I could count three gent!~ raps on
my right hand. I at once informed Madame V. "that the
table w.as near me. Instantly she turned on the light,
and so it was, as all there could see.
Mrs. V . shewed no surprise but simply remarked that
"Fo" at times moved things about, and even overturned
the tabie. " But, Madame," I replied, " can you tell me
if ever he did anything in reply to a mental demand ? "
And I related what I had done. That seemed to create a
real interest in the circle, and several complimented me
on the success of my experiment. Madame V. asked me
to come again as she had not had the satisfaction of
getting me in touch with my wife. I had told no one
her name.
My wife's name was Eugenie, and at the next reunion,
when my turn came, the letters " Eugen " were given,
whereupon one of the sitters called out " Eugene-was

MEMORY IN THE AFTER-LIFE
By W. S. MONTGOMERY SMITH

IN

LIGHT of April 21st, Mrs. E. M. Taylor, writing
upon the important topic of "Memory in the After-Life"
quoted a message received through Mrs. O sborne Leonard.
As I was the sitter to whom this message came, it might
be of interest to say that at several other sittings with
Mrs. Leonard, the Communicator (who was my wife)
has spoken upon the same subject.
For instance, in discussing some table-sittings which
I had attended, she said : " Don't ask too many questions,
nor the kind of questions that would imply depending
on our memory of earth-facts. When one has been on
this side for a few years, details and l.ncidents of eartl1life become dim if they are not necessary to spirit-life.
One remembers the lessons derived from them, but one
doesn't want-nor is it necessary-to remember the
incidents that provided the lesson."
And again : "After a short period of spirit-life we find
ourselves living in and remembering what we learned
through earth life, but not the details and incidents. I
remember you, but I don't take the trouble to remember
if it were the second of December on which we did a
certain thing, or whether you scratched your finger on
the morning when such and such a thing happened, but
I remember the important outcome of what happened.
Sometimes the table people ask us definite questions, and
we can't always reply because, in order to answer, we have
to re-form the faculty of memory. Leave it to us to
provide what proof we can."
This seems to confirm what Mrs. Taylor, after citing
similar messages obtained from the same Communicator
at ouija-board sittings, suggested, namely that earth

Eu15ene ~or. D.L. _?" Raps said " N o," with a loud thump,
~s if a bi~ impatient at having been interrupted. " Was
it Eugeme?" was asked, and two raps said "Yes," at
once. Then la~er she came again, giving me a phrase of
~ve ~ords which were quite sufficient to establish her
identity. s.he spoke of. a subj ect then entirely absent
from my 1111nd, but recalling a small event, quite personal .
to herself.
I made a record of my experiment with the table and
submitted it to .Madame V. and to the Baron E . They
both declared 1t correct and sio-ned their declaration.
This experiment led me to attempt another.
I asked. the Contro.l if he would be so good as to try
to show his presence in my home. I said nothino- of this
to .anyone. After waiting a few days, in the mid~t of my
d~ily work I forgot all about him. One night, I was
v10lently aroused from a .deep quiet sleep by hearing
three ponderous knocks, like that of a man's knuckles
on wood. The sound came from a chest of drawers a
piece of furniture over a hundred years old. In ~he
confusion of my sudden awakening, my first thought
was that my son was calling for me from his room. In
a se~ond I was up and, going across the drawing-room
to his ~hamber door, I stopped, and as all was silent I
went back, noting that it was 1.4.5 a.m. ·1 went to the
other. rooms. but all was quiet and, on enquiring next
m~rmi;ig,. neither ~1Y son nor t]:i.e do~estic had heard any
noise during the mght. So, wondering what it could be,
I came to remember about " Fo " and his raps. Might
it be he?
At the next reunion I said : " ' Fo,' can you show me
what occurred at my home ? " Almost at once we all
heard three heavy raps, with the same force as on the
chest in my room. I then explained matters to the
group and Madame V. had no doubt about it being "Fo."
"It was just like him," she said.
memories in the future life-at least, after a short period
of sojourn there-depend upon impressions recorded,
not in the brain but," in the soul, the vehicle of emotions."
Moreover, those who may be perplexed by a Communicator's seeming lapses of memory, might take into account
the fact that the visitor from the spirit world is temporarily
outside of his own proper surroundings. As my Communicator once said : " While we are communicatino- in a
semi-physical way, we are not in our own enviro~ment,
where we can marshal our thought-forces at will."

MRS.

J. A.

BARTLETT (CARL YON DE LYLE)

We learn that a benefit concert for Mrs . Bartlett,
(Carlyon de Lyle) will be given at the London Musical
Club, 22 Holland Park, W.11, on June 22nd at 9 p.m.
As our readers know, Mrs. Bartlett has lately been left
a widow by the decease of her husband, Captain J. A .
Bartlett (John Alleyne), and we sincerely hope that the
concert on her behalf wiil be well supported by his and
her many friends .
Tickets, which are free, may be obtained on application
to the London Spiritualist Alliance, 16 Queens berry Place,
South Kensington, S. W.7; of Mrs . Stobart, The Grotrian
Hall, Wigmore Street, London, W.1: of Miss Estelle
Stead, 5 Smith Square, Westminster, S. W.L, also from
the L.M. Club, as above. A collection will be made at
the concert for the benefit of Mrs. Bartlett.
As clouds cover the sun, so the illusion hides the
D ivinity. When the clouds recede, the sun becomes
visible. Even so when the illusion is dissipated, the
Eternal can be seen.-RAMAKRISHNA.
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TO

READERS OF "LIGHT ''

FOUR WAYS IN WHICH THEY CAN HELP
To meet the changing conditions by which LIGHT is faced, the sale-price is to be reduced
from 4d. to 2d. at an early date. To meet the loss of sales-revenue and to provide funds for
advertising and otherwis~, pushing the sa_le, a sum of not less than £ r ,ooo is required ; and to
ensure success it is necessary that the subscription list should be greatly increased. We ask
you to help:
(r) By contributing to the Sustentation Fund;
(2) By continuing your Subscription at the present rate and renewing it to cover a period of
twelve months from the date of the price reduction (yet to be fixed) ;
(3) By becoming a Subscriber at £ r per annum if you are not already on the subscription list;
and
(4) By speaking of LIGHT on every possible occasion to your friends and so endeavouring to
obtain new readers.

;r. .JT~:r OJ.U.. ~
_ _ _C_ha-'-irm_an "Light" Board, President London Spiritualist Alliance

Sir Oliver Lodge has written as follows :
''I support the appeal which will shortly be made on behalf of LIGHT, for I feel convinced that the
moderate policy represented by the paper is worthy of support. It would be a national calamity if
LIGHT,- in order to pay its way, should have to resort to the more sensational methods of
modern journalism."
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THE MANAGER OF "LIGHT,"
I 6, QUEENSBERRY PLACE,
LONDON, S.W.7.
(One)

I herewith enclose

£.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

for LIGHT Sustentation Fund.
(Two)

I promise to forward by (date) ................. . the sum of
Sustentation Fund.

£ ..........

for LIGHT

(Three)

I ...................... agree to continue my subscription to LIGHT at the present rate of
20 /- per annum and when necessary to renew it so as to cover a period of twelve months from
the date (yet to be fixed) of the reduction of the selling-price of LIGHT from 4d to 2d. •
(Four)
I agree to become a Subscriber to LIGHT and enclose ................ (20/- for twelve
months, ro/- for six months, post free).

Name .....•..... .... . ......... .. ........
Address
(Cross out any portion of above which you do not require).
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THE FREEDOM OF TVVO WORLDS
By OLIVE C. B. PIXLEY (Author of "Listening In")
[" The F reedom of Two Worlds" was the title of a lecture
delivered ry Miss Pixley at the L.S.A . on Mery 25. In
the first section (published in LIGHT last week) Miss Pix/~
asked her hearers to look upon the mind as the builder and
architect, the spirit as the material, and the soul as the
owner and occupier, all three ivorking together in sttch
close co-operation that it is dijficult to separate them] .

THERE are many people to-day who think that because
a spirit bas passed out of the limitations of physical
conditions, that the mind automaticaily becomes receptive
to eternal truth. They believe that any information that
comes through from a spirit on the Astral Plane, into
the mind of a Medium on this physical plane, must have
more value because of its discarnate conditions . If the
spirit is ·of the substance of reality, it must of necessity
make a contact with its own kind ; and if truth is demanded by the sitter in this world, and truth cannot be
discerned amidst all the unreality that surrounds the
control, then the qppear_ance of truth is all that is _available.
Unreality is only intolerable to the spirit that yearns
for reality. Love is the force that makes the spirit aware
of its own potentialities. There is no limit to the power
of Love, it can change the spiritual condition of all souls
incarnate and discarnate. Love sets in motion the Law
of Transmutation of Matter into Light. Every spirit has
the same basic composition as its Creator. Therefore
every spirit h'as fundamentally the same capacity for
development. Its capacity for Love can be stimulated
into greater activity by the contact of the Love-force of
another spirit. The Law of Love makes instantaneous
response inevitable. Therefore, if we know how to radiate
this power of Love into the spirits on the Astral Plane,
to make them aware of reality, we can direct their minds
towards the realities of the World of Light. We can,
in the flesh, give to those who want it, the key of freedom.
Love is never helpless. Ignorance makes us slaves.

protection on all planes and, in addition, visualize yourself
as a Cross of Light, from the top of your head to your feet,
and across-ways over your heart. Hold it in your mind
and have no fear. The protection of Light is a reality
and no power of darkness can come near.
What the Christ set Himseif to do was to make a path
of Light straight from the World of Light, through the
Astral Plane to the earth, so that spirits should be able to
travel in freedom from this world to the next, immune
from the power of darkness. What all conscious spirits
are trying to do is to make that path into a thoroughfare.
That is what they are doing, our loved ones on the other
side-widening the road, sending us the material for our
spirits to do our share of it. They can't do it all themselves
being no longer in the flesh, but they can shew us how they
are working and get us to co-operate. That is the note our
spirits must tune into, that our minds must work to
produce-co-operation. If only we can become delicate
instruments through whom they can work, conscious
mediums controlled by the ·Spirit of God !
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE ASCENSION

The knowledge of the freedom of our two worlds lies
in the achievement of the Ascension. If the Christ had
been unable to construct the pathway of Light from this
world back to the \YIorld of Light, then, indeed, would
this world have remained the cul-de-sac that our ignorance
often imagines it to be. Step by step, He retraced His
way back. He knew the scientific formula. He prophesied the results beforehand. He realized the effect it
would have on the minds of the people. He knew it would
take years in Time for the knowledge to penetrate into the
minds of men. He knew it could only be accomplished
through the power of Love, essence of Divine Light. Unless
He accomplished His return, the:t;c would be no pathway
for that great Spirit of Light whose individual note, or
name, is Truth, to make any contact with the Spirits of
His initiated Apostles, whom He left to carry on His
RADIANT WORLD OF LIGHT
work. The coming of that Spirit of Light would prove
Will you all visualise for one moment, the radiant to them that He had accomplished the return journey.
\YIorld of Light. Then visualize this physical world as The blazing of the trail had been achieved, His work was
you know it. Then picture the connecting corridor- finished.
the world of phantasy and illusion and try to visualize
Can we begin to realize what that work was? It was
what happens to your spirit in sleep. Your spirit will not only defining a hitherto unknown law, it was fulfilling
go, in sleep, to its habitual 1"endezvo11S, wherever that may it. The Law was made Flesh. The descent of His
be. If it is in the realm of detective fiction it will revel spirit into matter was the Incarnation ; the conscious
in the thrills provided by the minds that can produce return of His Spirit was the Ascension. The Christ's is the
on the Astral Plane, living replicas of the printed word. only Spirit that has ever achieved a conscious return.
They have no creative force behind them, they cannot "Be of good cheer," He said, "I have overcome the
actually do the things they appear to be doing, they have world." Like all scientists who serve humanity, He
no force of their own. They are the creatures of the · left the formula behind to be used by those who came
mind, pupptls of phantasy, terrifying or entrancing after Him. Whose fault is it, that it has been locked up
according to the type of mind that has produced them. and the key mislii(r? Not for usto em11fire, no - for-us
If the natural flight of our spirit in sleep wings its way to judge. Past failure is no excuse for present inertia.
to the realm of reality, the World of Light, we can pass The knowledge He gave to the world is our rightful
through the corridor of hallucination so swiftly, so surely, inheritance. It was a world gift, this freedom of interthat no impression of unreality is retained by the waking course between His world and ours, this uniting of knowbrain. \V/e wake with a sense of refreshment and with ledge between incarnate and discarnate minds : This
often a great reluctance to start another day in this inferior illuminating of a pathway through the world of illusion
world. It does depend on the state of our spirit before straight to the gateway of Reality. He ivas the Light
we go to sleep, whether we have a straight trip through, of the World, and there was no other way of return
or have what we call a broken night.
to Infinite Light except the way He took-by transmuting
The mind does not function on the phy5ical plane in the substance of His flesh into the substance of His spirit,
sleep. It is never divided from the spirit. The spirit It was accomplished by the energy of His mind generateq
leaves sufficient light in the body to keep it alive. The by the power of Love-and through that power He was
mind works the whole time ; and according to the material able to build for His soul, His eternal habitation.
provided by the spirit, it builds this environment for
That is the key that liberates every imprisoned spirit,
the soul in whichever world the spirit dictates . It builds that transmutes the insulating conditions of men's minds
by night, it builds by day, this mind of ours-Freemasons into the vital power of transmission. It has been ignored,
we are, all of us, and the Great Architect of the Universe misunderstood, abused, rejected, scorned. It is the key
is our Master Mason.
that will unlock all mysteries, reveal all hidden knowledge,
\X'fhen you go to bed, to ensure freedom of transit in that tiny little key, made of the pure gold of the essence
sleep from this world to the world of Light, pray for of Infinite Light, that is called Love.
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FOREIGN NOTES
TRANSLATED BY MISS M. A. BUSH
PREMONITIONS

CORDIER, a Medium, gives the following
JEANNE
examples of premonitions in Psychica :(1). Her husband was at ~ distance, when one early
morrung he appeared to her 10 a dream, with the words
"I have had enough of life; I am going." A few hours
later she received a telegram announcing his death.
(2) In January, 1931, she heard three sharp raps in her
room, and at the same time had a strong impression that it
betokened the death of someone she loved. She told her
second husband of this, and midday again brought the
fateful telegram.
(3) She lost a sister to whom she was much attached.
Eight months afterwards, she was aroused from sleep
by the feeling of some presence in the room. Her sister
was standing by her bedside, looking infinitely sad. The
figure was so well defined that it was clearly reflected in
the. mirror on the opposite wall. Many years later, the
writer's father appeared to her in similar manner. She
had for a long time begged that he would show himself to
her, but nothing happened, and she gave up the idea.
Then early one morning she opened her eyes to see him
standing by the window ; he looked all round the roomwhich he had not known in life-and then slowly disappeared.
~

• * *

Another

contributor, an authoress, Mademoiselle
Rousseau Deligny, relates several strong premorutions of death. She was at a Nursing Home, far
a;vay from her father who was in good health. One
rught sh~ was aroused from sleep feeling terribly ill ; there
w~re noises ~nd knocks abou~ the room, and finally she
fa10ted. This occurred three times, together with a growing conviction that it betokened the death of her father
V:hi_ch was annoui;iced by telegram next day. Very
similarly, after bidding farewell to one of the physicians
at the Home, she was filled with the sudden conviction
that she would not see him again alive. This too proved
to be the case.
Gerr:i~ine

* • *
Mada~e Marguer_ite Ferre relates that she left her sewing
one evening to go 10to the next room, which was not lit
up. There she saw in the air, on a level with her eyes,
a letter with several redirections on it and the number 27.
Shortly afterwards, precisely such a redirected letter
arrived for her, dated the 27th, and summoninoher to
0
the sickbed of a relative.
Another correspondent was playing cards with a
group of ladies who were awaiting the return of their
husbands. Suddenly there were violent noises overhead
"As though everything up there were being smashed t~
pieces." They rushed upstairs, but nothing was to be
seen ; two hours later came the telegram announcing
the death of one of the husbands.
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GUZIK AND THE FRENCH
SAVANTS
To the Editor of LIGHT.
Dear Sir,-I would never dare to cross swords with
Mr. Walter Franklin Prince on account of his contribution
on " Impossible and Supernormal " in Bulletin XIX of
the Boston S.P.R.; Signor Bozzano deals with him far
~etter in the Revue Spirite for May, 1933; but I would
like to state some well-known facts that may be unknown
to many of your readers.
Mr. Pr~nce begs for a better understanding and friendly
co-operation on the part of Spiritualists ; might we not,
ourselves, ask for more openmindedness on his part ?
On page 20 of the said Bulletin we read : " Guzik
won the plaudits of thirty more or less (my italics) savants
because ?f. his triumphs in a Paris laboratory . . . . but
a commlss10n of professors of the University of Paris
declared that Guzik performed the mysteries in quite
normal fashion."
Mr knO\yledge of English may be faulty; but I am
certainly given to understand_ by that se..nteoc;e that
Guzik, having been tested by some obscure investigators was, later, found out by a commissicm of highlyscientific judges.
Well, the real facts are easily obtainable in the 1923
May-June number of La Revue Metaps_vchique as follows:
A full and carefully-worded report, detailing : (1) the
control of the medium ; (2) the control of the experimenters (all being chained together wrist to wrist);
(3) the control of the seance-room; (4) description of
the phenomena.
THE CONCLUSION
The conclusion (translated by myself) is: " We affirm
simply our conviction that the phenomena obtained
through Jean Guzik are explicable neither by illusions
or ~allucinat~ons (individual or collective) nor by any
deceit." Thi~ report is signed by 34 individuals, all
:vell-kno;vn 10 ~ranee though perhaps they may be
ignored 10 America-some of them, I trust, known by
every educated man throughout the world. These included
Camille Flammarion ; A de Grammont Membre de
l'Institut ; G. Geley ; Professor Leclainche, Membre de
l'Ins,titut ; S~r Oliver Lodge ; Marcel Prevost, Membre
de 1 Academ1e Frarn;aise; Professor Richet, Membre de
l'Institut ; J. Charles Roux ; R. Sudre ; Professeur
Santoliquido.
Eighty seances were held, at the Institut Metapsychique
Internationel, extending over nearly one yeai; from
November, 1922, to June, 1923.
Now, as regards the commission of Professors of the
University of Paris. Turning to the December number
' of the Revue Metapsycb;que, 1923, we learn that : The
experimenters were five in number: Professeurs Langevin,
Rabaud, Laugier, Marcelin and Meyerson. These savants
though well known enough, are relatively obscure in
corrl:pariso~ with the names cited previously. The conclusion arrived at by these experimenters was that all
the phenomena could have been produced by the Medium
with his leg and that, after a close control of the leg was
mad~, .no phenomena occurred. (This during the four
rema1010g seances).
Such are the whole facts. If they have been related
truthfully-and anybody interested can easily ascertain
for himself ~heir truth or otherwise-am I right in saying
that Mr. Prince, who cannot fail to be acquainted with
them, has put forward an item of evidence in a misleading
way-(the more so if we consider that the sentence about
Guzik follows closely after the forty cases of "exposures")
-to suit his own way of reasoning? Is that "playing
the game " ?
J. BROSSY.
6 Rue Elysee Redus,
St. Etienne, France.
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AFFLICTED SCHOOLBOY AND HIS CURE
By R. H. SAUNDERS
Q~E wo_uld ii;nag;~ne that. our doctor spirit-friends,

m dealing with Possess10n," would have less difficulty than in treating illness of a physical character, for
there would be direct intercourse with the offending
entity and the grievous result to the human host more
forcibly shewn. But, by the paradox of healing through
spirit-agency, these cases present the most difficult problems to our spirit-helpers.
I have a record of 1,200 cases dealt with by Abduhl
Latif, the Persian physician, and of these six were cases
of " possession " which gave more anxiety than a score
of physical illnesses, however serious these were.
The case I would here relate is a curious one, presenting
weird, indeed, terrible features, but I am thankful to say
it was dealt with successfully. It was sent to me by
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle just before his passing, and
accompanying his letter was a history of the case, and
details of the symptoms which at times transformed a
boy's gentle and_affectia.nate... nature .into _,,a violen,t and
savage one, often menacing the life of the mother.
I submitted the matter to Abduhl Latif. He said "The
spirit controlling that lad at times is of a fierce and brutal
nature, and cannot be ejected by force-tact is required,
and you must proceed by gentle means. See the lad,
and, whilst engaging him in superficial conversation,
mentally address yourself to his subconscious mind and
point out that the conscious mind has been disturbed and
its poise must be re-established. I will see that the
influence will ultimately extend to the conscious mind,
but meanwhile I require your co-operation. By the same
non-vocal manner appeal to the occupying spirit, and
stress the danger to his own progress by thus degrading
the human temple. The boy is a great psychic, but
must never have anything to do with the subject, as it
would open the door to injurious influences."
I saw the boy, and found in him great intelligence,
with a physique and mentality far beyond that of his
fourteen years. I held him in conversation on homely
topics whilst really engaging his subconscious mind as
directed by Abduhl Latif, and also made my appeal to
the trespassing spirit. I later arranged for the mother to
speak with Abduhl Latif direct, and to her delight she
received assurance of her son's reclamation.
I recently received a letter from the mother saying her
son is in splendid health, mind and body, and expressing
her fervent thanks for the cure.
The symptoms of this case are well worth perusal and
I give the following extracts from the letter which accompanied Sir Arthur's letter to me :
"A remarkable instance of spirit possession of a
normal, happy and exceptionally intelligent Boy of 14
has recently occurred near London," said the writer.
" The boy was, up to a few months ago, a scholar at one
of the well-known public schools in London and residing
with his mother in one of the older London suburbs.
Strange behaviour, a dreamy attitude, periodical references
to unseen faces and people, due, the mother believed, to
overwork, led her to keep the boy at home and to seek
medical advice.
" During this period he complained frequently of
horrid nightmares or dreams, he was being chased by a
man with a big knife threatening to take his eyes out.
On several occasions he said there was an evil atmosphere
in the room and he would adopt horrible attitudes and
talk of burning a head on the fire, remarking on one
occasion, that he must really get a book on ' Dissecting '
- ' I must make a better job of it next time.' In October
last, as his mother was resting one afternoon, he dashed
into the room and attempted to strangle her. She was
sufficiently alert to evince no sign of fear and he released
his grasp. Maintaining her calm composure, she spoke

g~ntly to him and presently the fit passed and he became
his normal self. He then, to her surprise, went down on
his knee~ and with ~ears, stre~ming from his eyes, sought
her forgiveness sayrng, I did not mean to commit the
crime, but am made to do these things.'
" The mother took medical advice which proved
ineffectual and on November 1st she consulted a famous
specialist on childrer:'s diseases. The remedy proposed,
however, proved futile.
" The boy continued his strange and unaccountable
behavioi;ir and he would frequently draw a figure of a
bully with a fat face and a long blood-stained knife.
F~om ti_me to time he appeared to be another personality
with different manners, expression, speech and gait
soi:ietimes displaying the strength of a burly, powerfully~
built man.
"Various explanations were suggested for the la d's
strange conduct from cases known in the medical profession-hysteria, melancholia, psycho-neurosis and insa~ty. .Medical advice and treatment having proved
fi;itile,. his mother, almost worn out by her terrifying
expenences, came to the conclusion that spiritual forces
were at work, and she decided to take further advice and
a clairvoyant was invited to call on November 8th when
the lad was out. Her discoveries were a revelation.
With~>Ut any previous knowledge of the happenings she
descnbed a murder scene with a description of the murderer_ V.:hich coin~ded in every detail with the boy's
descnptlon and action. She shuddered while in one of
the rooms and said that the man was earthbound. He was
seeking the woman he had murdered and went down
on his knees to beg her forgiveness. The boy she said
displayed remarkable mediumistic powers and controlled
by this spirit was becoming devilised. Two days later
the boy gave further evidence of the control.
"Some years ago, Dr. Montague Lomax, the wellknown specialist on insanity, expressed the view that 'if
we only remembered that we are all now at this moment
spiritual beings in a spiritual world, discarnate or incarnate
as the case may be, beings capable of enormous influence
for good or evil over each other, we should not find it so
difficult to believe in demoniacal possession.
" ' Insanity,' he added, ' is sometimes much more than
the uncontrolled riot of the subconscious mind. In many
cases, especially those of epilepsy and acute mania and
melancholia, the subconscious mind of the madman is
not uncontrolled, but I believe that it is controlled by an
evil and obsessing discarnate entity, that insanity is often
what is called in Biblical language, " demoniacal possession." This is not a fashionable belief among men of
science and psychologists to-day. In most medical
circles it would be laughed out of court. None the less
I hold it-.£.r-mly~ -- ~ ~--_
_
" The conduct of this abnormal schoolboy substantiated
in every respect Dr. Lomax's conclusions. Three distinct
entities appeared to take possession of the boy at irregular
intervals, the most pronounced being a villainous spirit."
I asked Abduhl recently how he had dealt with this
case. He said :
" It presented difficulties-the boy is a nice bright ladit was just that he was attacked both from within and
without. Obsession and possession : I coaxed the
invading spirit, aided by the help of those here connected
with him, to cease his visits."
Did he know he was causing distress ? I asked.
" He was seeking light, and trying to find his soul,
and being of a coarse nature was indifferent to the trouble
caused. I had to build a psychic body round the lad so
that he could not easily get possessed. If people
knew more of psychic force we could more easily guard
against intrusion."
I am now arranging for the mother to receive advice
as to the boy's future career,
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THE REALITY OF PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE RECENT
LS.A. DISCUSSION
By F. W. WARRICK
HOWEVER much we may differ from the conclusion
drawn by Mr. Barlow concerning the late William
Hope (and if he lives to see his error I am sure he will
deeply regret his judgment) we must all be grateful to
him for hls contribution to the knowledge of psychic
photography and admire the courteous manner in which
he put his facts and arguments before us.
Now, let us admit all his facts. Many of these he has
himself brought before members of the Society for the
Study of Supernormal Pictures in the past years. Students
of the subject know them well ; " cut-outs " (Mr. Traill
Taylor, with all his control obtained " cut-outs " as
" extras" with Duguid), screen-marks, double-exposures
(I have a duplication of the slide-catches or clips, in black
and white, identified by a fl.aw in one clip, in a psychic
photograph, which confirms the double margins). The
action of luminous paint in the simple method outline.cl
by Mr. Harlow is indeed to be reckoned with. To the
man unfamiliar with psychic phenomena, it seems to
follow as the night the day that Hope used this last seemingly easy method of fraud. But it does not follow as the
night the day that Hope did. That any psychic photographs are genuine is most difficult of belief and only
those who are, as experimenters, familiar with psychic
phenomena can believe-yea, know as scientists know
facts, that some at least are genuinely produced.
The proofs of the supernormality of " extras," contained in the conditions under which they have appeared,
among others the photographs of the Rev. C.H. Spurgeon
and the late Sir Arthur Conan Doyle obtained by Dr.
Glen Hamilton, the recognitions (the Cushman photo;
·my Burnside photo, named by four strangers of the town
of Wymondham where he lived at one time, who knew
nothing of the origin of the picture, nor my being connected with it, see Ps)lchic Science, January 1928) would
suffice in other branches of science but the human element
and the possibility of fraud and semblance of it in other
" extras " blind those without sufficient experience of
the possibilities of psychics to the evidence which would
otherwise jump to their eyes.
But scientists who fish
only in the rivers of the material world must not pass
judgment on the fish landed by those who adventure on
the ocean of occultism. Fair critics must admit that many
such adventurers have landed fish (facts) of so similar a
character as to afford convincing evidence of the existence
of such facts. Among the most certain of psychic phenomena is "direct writing."
Now, psychic photography is associated with " direct
writing,''. as . den;i9ns!fated by_, me in .the case of Mrs.
Deane in a lecture I gave before members of the L.S.A.
a few years back and as described by me in Psychic Science,
April and July, 1925, and April, 1928. I carried out over
a thousand experiments with Mrs. Deane.
Under her
influence, some unknown intelligent power wrote with
material inaccessible to Mrs. Deane : on one occasion
_the word "Nell," on another the word "Iris," and on a
third the word " Peggy "-words I had written in my
note-book before the sittings, and thought of but did
n ot utter a_t the sittings. It is strange that both Mrs. Deane
and myself spell the word "Peggy,'' whereas the word,
written twice in letters half an inch high, was spelt "Peggie"
by the unknown power. With Peggy came, unsought,
the word "Frank," my Peggy's uncle, recently deceased.
With the assistance of my friend Mr. F. McC. Stephenson, who visited Crewe three or four times a yeai:, I had
440 of my own marked plates treated by the Crewe
Circle either by camera or for skotographs. A large
01ajo!"ity _o f ~p.ese plates were sent to me in London to be
developed and were developed i.p my _prem1c~ by a

professional photographer. A new fact to which I
attach great importance is that several of these plates,
which were certainly not touched by anyone at Crewe
(one of them had not left my slide, had been used in my
own camera and had not been in the dark-roon1 at Crewe)
bear a mass of finger marks and other marks of a brown
colour as if put on by a stiff brush on the surface of the
sensitive side of the plates.
It is curious that on one occasion, while Mrs. Buxton
(the Crewe Circle had not been informed of these marks)
was holding a wrapped-up plate to her forehead, she said :
"I seem to feel something like brushes working." The
lines (a great quantity) on one of these plates are decidedly
not finger marks and give so clear an impression of a
curious complicated humorous design that a commercial
artist had no difficulty in representing the humour of it.
These and thousands of other facts reported in psychic
literature testify to the presence at psychic happenings
of an invisible intelligent power.
Sir Oliver Lodge, in his autobiography, Last Years, sums
up his attitude to Psychical Research. -He writes: "My
testirhon:y~ ·and thaf of others; tO the reality of tl:ie spiritual
world is based upon direct experience of fact, and not
upon theory. Test the facts by whatever way you choose,
they can only be accounted for by the interacti0n of
intelligences other than our own."
I am particularly struck by and in agreement with the remark made concerning psychic photography by Dr. Lindsay
Johnson (that highly-gifted medical man and medallist
of the Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain and
author) at a recent Johannesburg trial that "these spirits
are very funny fellows . . . there is no end to the tricks
they do."
With the above highly-gifted witnesses (and many
others I could cite if space permitted) in favour of the
presence of intelligent beings acting through Mediums,
it needs no courage on my part to maintain that such
intelligent beings act through photographic Mediums,
using at times (beyond the laws of time and space as we
know them) mundane material to produce the effects ;
on other occasions the ultra-mundane unlrnown material
on which are printed the various pictures wl:1ich impress
the retina and which must be stored somewhere to enable
us to recall them, among which and nearest at hand are the last pictures of departed friends-as witness the
Dr. Cushman " extra " and that obtained by Sir \'V'illiam
Crookes of his wife ; and many others.
To sum up : I maintain that fraud could not cover a
hundredth part of the phenomena of psychic photography
and that the above view of the nature of recognised
"extras" (spoken of generally as thought-forms) links
the phenomena with the facts of biology as interpreted by
some at the present day, viz. : that many human inventions
have been anticipated by our bodily organs (the Atlantic
cable with its insulating coverings resembles the human
nerve most astonishingly, the camera obscura is similar
to the dark chamber of the eye, and so on.)
We may conclude, vice versa, that if man has invented
mean·s to produce photographic pictures which he can
store away for reference, the human body has done it
before him, which pictures are made use of on occasions
by the unseen intelligences, one of which among millions
has chosen to link himself up with a human being here
'and there among many millions-hence the rarity of the
gift of psychic photographic power.
As regards freak marks on " extras," they are not so
easy to produce as Major Rose suggests. If space allowed
I could justify this remark. I would only add that I
agree they are produced by chemicals, but neither always
accidentally nor fraudulently, but oft-times by the polter·geistic being when unable or not disposed to produce
a picture, as proved by the evidence of design i11 several
of. ~\lch- fre;\k
ma.+k§ .i,n
my. collection,
.
-
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which Hope was never allowed to touch save to press
the trigger of the shutter to make the exposure.
Weston Vicarage,
(Rev.) CHARLES L. TwEEDALE.
Near Otley, Yorks.

*

*

QUESTION FOR MR. BARLOW
MR. ERNEST HUNT'S EXPERIMENT
WITH MR. JOHN MYERS
Sir,-As touching the important matter of psychic
photography, my recent experience with Mr. John Myers
may be of interest. I had two gratuitous sittings with
Mr. Myers, and at the first there were no results. The
second was on May 4th last. I was given every condition
for which I asked, and extras were duly obtained.
Briefly, in company with Mr. Myers I purchased plates
at Messrs . Boots' and kept them in my possession. I
took my own 7t x 5 camera with large wooden slides ;
this ruled out any substitution of slides. I used quarterplate adapters showing no rebates. I took my own
developer and dish.
I set up and focussed the camera upon the chair where
I was to sit, before Mr. Myers arrived. I initialled and
put my own plates-in the·slides, put the slides in the camera,
took them out again, and developed the plates. From
beginning to end, Mr. Myers never touched the plates
till the image was fully developed ; his part was confined
to removing the lens cap. On one plate was a large
extra ; on the other, two small ones.
The extras are superimposed upon my own portrai~
which rules out previous exposure or faked plates. Therefore they were produced subsequentiy to the normal
exposure, or in some supernormal way. The exposed
plates were in the developing dish within five rninutes
of exposure, they never left my possession and Mr.
Myers had positively no access to them during this period,
and therefore subsequent exposure is ruled out.
Thus, whatever the experience of other people with
other Mediums may be, I am satisfied that in this case
supernormal photography was proved.
H. ERNEST HUNT.

*

*

*

A TEST AT WESTON ViCARAGE
Sir,-It is evident that Mr. ]. Arthur Hill's experience
with Hope has been practically nil, and yet I regret to
see that he plainly takes a condemnatory attitude-and
this merely on suspicion. I protest against such judgment
as utterly unfair.
On the occasion of Hope's last visit to my vicarage
(when my wife had her second clairvoyant vision forecasting his death, and giving also the hour of his death
which was accurately fulfilled), two influential gentlemen,
wl10.m Hopug..9, g~y,e_r . ~e~n, ?.r. h.e~rd <?,.f, a~d on~. of
whom was an expert photographer, motored here and
were introduced to Hope only a few minutes before the
sitting . These gentlemen took Hope's dark slide (after
thorough! y examirJng the camera, background and lens)
into the dark-room by themselves, no one else being
present, and there they loaded the slide, signed the plates,
carried the slide to the camera, made the exposure, carried
the slide back to the dark-room, and there developed the
plates. On one of the two plates came a recognised
picture of the grandmother of one of ·the gentlemen ;
she died six weeks before he was born. Mr. Hope not
only "never touched the plate," but he never touched
the slide either and never entered the dark-room, or
took any part in the photographic process. The only
thing that he did was to stand about four feet from the
camera during the time that one of the gentlemen made
the exposure.
This test took place in my dining-room on October
28th, 1932. A similar test was carried out nearly two
years ago, in the same room and wonderful " extras "
obtained, by a lady using her own film camera (Kodak),

Sir,-Lecturing on Psychic Photography to members
of the Oxford University for Psychical Research on
March 3rd, Mr. Fred Barlow is reported to have said :
" I do not for one moment suggest that there is no such
thing as genuine spirit photography. I do believe,
however, that every Medium in the past has consistently
faked, so that no reliance can be placed on the results
which they have obtained." In view of this information
it would be interesting to learn upon what basis so analytical a mind can still say he believes " there is something
in it."
RosE CH. DE CRESPIGNY.

* * *

MR. BARLOW'S REPLY
Sir,-In the current issue of LIGHT (June 2) I am
reported as having told the members of the O xford
University S.P.R. that I still believe " there is something
in it." At the lecture in question I made it quite clear
that these remarks referred to psychic phenomena in
general and not to spirit photography in particular.
FRED BARLOW.

*

*

*

ERRORS IN GRAMMAR A N D SPELLING
Sir,-Mrs. Donohoe's interesting letter on the above
subject prompts another suggestion. Assuming Mr. W.
Hope's entire honesty-as I myself whole-heartedly dois it not possible that the skotographs and other scripts
obtained with him may have been affected by his mental
equipment in a manner analogous to the interference from
the Medium's mind, which, as we know, takes place so
frequently in clairaudience or automatic writing without
the necessity of assuming the assistance of a " scribe "
on the other side who shared the educational disadvantages
of the Medium ? The presence of the Medium is in
some way necessary to the production of these scripts,
and one does not see why the ideas intended to be conveyed should not be sometimes presented in the " uneducated " clothing natural to the channel through which
they have to pass.
One of my earliest experiences, when my boys on the
other side first spoke to me, was that I was much put off
by their always addressing me as " Dad " or " Daddy " names which they had never used in life ; and it took me
a little time to understand that when the control wanted
to get over an affectionate greeting from son to father
the Medium unconsciously clothed this idea in the terms
that would seem to him or her the most natural and loving
and are indeed the most common nowadays. I give this
merely as an instance of the small twists a genuine Medium
may gYve t6- pnfases, --causing difficulties- o enquirers,
especially beginners.
We know, no doubt, too little about how these scripts
are produced to be able to judge whether such influence
is possible ; but, arguing by analogy, it seems reasonable
to suppose it may be. If so, the appearance of the actual
errors often made by William Hope is more likely even
than the assumption of a " scribe " of similar education.
Compton Close,
ARTHUR M. HEATHCOTE.
Winchester.
A m11J1ber of letters on Psychic Photography are 1111avoidabfy held over,
incl11di11g a long comnmnication from Mr. Bar/on;, L etters 011 other subjects
are also held over.

NEW GENERAL SECRETARY OF S. N.U.
The Committee entrusted by the National Council of
the Spiritualists' National Union with the task of selecting
a new General Secretary for the Union have appointed
Mr. Frank T . Harris, B.Sc., Camb., of Bradford, who has
had a wide experience in organising work. There were
over 200 applicants. Mr. Harris commences his duties
immediately.
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PERMEATION
SPIRITUALISM is permeating the Churches.
It is seldom referred to by name, unless for
reprobation, but it is Spiritualism all the same.
Take as an example the eloquent sermon preached
by Dr. F. W. Norwood on Whit-Sunday morning
at the City Temple, London-the Cathedral of
Congregationalism and one of the most virile
religious centres in the country. Spiritualism
was never mentioned, nor was Psychical Research ; only a passing reference to Occultism.
Yet the sermon was so completely spiritualistic
that it would have been welcomed either at the
Marylebone Spiritualist service at the Queen's
Hall, at the Spiritualist Community's service at
the Grotrian Hall, or at scores of similar services
in London and the Provinces.
Dr. Norwood's sermon rested on two
affirmations : (1) that the craving for contact
with the spiritual world is as deep as life itself;
and (2) that, given similar conditions, the
phenomena of Pentecost could be repeated
to-day. Christians, he said, should not be
content to commemorate Pentecost-they should
seek to repeat it ; and he made the somewhat
astonishing declaration that he personally knew
of hundreds of groups of people to-day in whose
experience the phenomena are being repeated !
We can scarcely imagine that Dr. Norwood
meant this declaration to be taken literallyalthough, of course, it may be literally true.
We ourselves know of a few groups in whose
presence the manifestations of Pentecost-the
" rushing mighty wind " and the "tongues of
fire "-are repeated from time to time more or
less completely. We do not know of hundreds.
But if only the Churches would realise that,
as Dr. Norwood put it, "the spirit of Jesus is
as powerful to-day as on that memorable day
some 1900 years ago," and if efforts were made
to reproduce the original conditions-prayerful
groups " all with one accord in one place,"
say in a Church vestry with closed doors and
shaded lights-there is every reason to believe
that Pentecost would become, not merely something to commemorate, but a recurring vital
visitation, with the result, as of old, that those

who took part would be " filled with the Holy
Spirit " and would " speak with other tongues
as the spirit gave them utterance," probably to
the great astonishment of those who heard them.
The truth is that, speaking generally, the
Churches do not realise that the phenomena of
Pentecost can literally be repeated to-day for
them ; and it is part of the work of Spiritualism
to get them to understand that these things
can be repeated-that, as Dr. Norwood affirmed,
all that is needed is that the necessary physical,
mental and spiritual conditions be provided.
This will not help to build up Spiritualistic
Churches ; but it will do something much more
important-it will spread the knowledge which
Spiritualists have won as the result of their
investigations, and which is essential for the
social ar.d religious well-being of the inhabitants
of the whole world.
Another indication that ·the ·process of permeation goes on is given in a sermon delivered
in an Edinburgh Parish Church by the Rev.
Leslie D. Weatherhead, of Leeds, a distinguished
Methodist author and preacher. Speaking of the
results of Psychical Research, he said he " did
not suppose that men like Sir Oliver Lodge and
Sir William Barrett were bluffed : they were
trained scientific investigators who had tapped
on the walls of the unknown universe and had
heard answering taps from the other side." It
is an interesting circumstance that Mr. Weatherhead has on several occasions preached in the
City Temple, London.

MATERIALISM
GREATLY daring, Mr. Whately Carington,
M.A., M.Sc., (better known to readers of
LIGHT as Mr. W. Whately Smith) has issued a
book entitled The Death of lvf.aterialism (Allen
and Unwin Ltd.,· 10/-).
He admits that
Materialism does not know it is dead, and that
in fact it is not yet quite dead, but he affirms
that "modern methods of thinking [have]
brought us to a point at which we can see
clearly that not only Materialism as a serious
philosophic attitude is doomed to · extinction,
but also, which is in many ways more important,
the reasons why this should be so." With these
reasons he deals at length, and we hope that in
an early issue they will be examined and their
value assessed for our readers by Mr. H. F.
Prevost Battersby, formerly Reviewer for the
Morning Post, who has generously undertaken
to act as Reviewer for LIGHT. Meanwhile, it
is interesting to note that Mr. Carington, explaining his attitude to the problem of Survival,
says that " processes as purely rational and as
divested from emotional bias as I can make them,
lead me to conclude that [the] extinctive view is
quite untenable." It is well to be reminded
occasionally that there are cogent arguments
for Survival other than those to be found in the
study of psychic phenomena, and that to some
minds, these are actually the more important of
the two.
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SPIRITUALISM AND PSYCHICAL
WHAT IS THEIR TRUE RELATIONSHIP?
By THE EDITOR

JT is notorious that relations are apt to differ,

sometimes even to quarrel. They have the
same interests, but they see them from different
angles, disagree about them and finally become
angry with each other. This is all wrong, of
course, but it is human nature and must be
taken into account in all walks of life.
There is one long-standing family dispute in
which LIGHT has always been, and still is,
deeply concerned-namely, that between Spiritualism and Psychical Research. We are not quite
sure what the exact relationship between the
two really is. A recent writer described Psychical
Research as a daughter of Spiritualism and made
the ·do1ef-u.l~-.1'rophecy- - that~~-H ~Spiritualism is
doomed to perish by the hand of her own child."
This prophecy we believe to be quite wror;i.g,
seeing that all the positive indications suggest
that Spiritualism-meaning thereby experimental
assurance of human survival-is destined to be
firmly established on a scientific basis by Psychical
Research. We think also that the relationship
is wrongly stated, and that Spiritualism and
Psychical Research should be regarded as sisters
-Spiritualism, the elder, eager to share a great
discovery with all the world ; Psychical Research
the younger, very precise and intent on ascertaining whether the discovery will bear scientific
scrutiny.
From the dim ages of antiquity, men have been
acquainted with apparitions and other objective
evidences of the nearness of a spirit-world,
and have believed in some form of Survival.
The more civilised of them were, in fact, Spiritualists (as Mrs. St. Clair Stobart has shown in
her book, Torchbearers of Spiritualism, and in
her historical lectures reported in LIGHT),
and Spiritualism was the basis of all the ancient
religions, just as it is the basis of all religions of
to-day.
Some eighty years ago, through a
special outpouring uf objective -evidence; · the
movement known as Modern Spiritualism was
born ; and Psychical Research came into being
some thirty years later because men with scientific
training became interested in what was happening
and wished to test the reality of the psychic
phenomena which Spiritualists described and on
which they based their proclamation of assured
Survival.
From its inception Psychical Research was
suspicious of the methods of Spiritualism and
sometimes not a little contemptuous ; and
Spiritualism, certain of her facts and eager to
see them generally accepted, often resented the
criticisms to which her younger sister subjected
her.
Recognising the true relationship of the two,
LIGHT has always aimed at interpreting the one

RESEARCH

to the other and occasionally has essayed the
difficult part of peacemaker when differences
threatened to develop into serious quarrels.
When Spiritualists have become impatient with
the severely critical methods of Psychical Research, LIGHT has drawn their attention to the
great evidential value of the proofs of Survival
won by these methods and to the powerful
propagandist influence of the public acceptance
of these proofs by men of world-wide scientific
repute.
When Psychical Researchers have
lamented the unscientific and even credulous
behaviour of Spiritualists, we have pointed out
that Spiritualists may be right although their
methods are unscientific, and that, in fact, all the
positive results of Psychical Research- and they
are many and important-go to prove that the
Spiritualists · are right in their main ·claimsnamely, that Survival is a fact in nature not
dependent on belief and that communication with
the so-called dead is possible,
Our contention has been, and is, that Spiritualism and Psychical Research are complementary
to each other, and that they are working by
different methods on the same great problems.
Because LIGHT has taken this attitude, it has
always had the support of Psychical Researchers
as well as of Spiritualists. This has been shown
in a striking manner in connection with the
appeal LIGHT is now making for £I ,ooo to cover
the loss on sales-revenue likely to follow the
reduction of selling-price from 4d to 2d. rendered
necessary by changed conditions of finance and
competition. Sir Oliver Lodge, President of the
Society for Psychical Research, in a message
received before the appeal was launched, wrote :
'' I support the appeal which will short(y be
made on behalf ofLIGHT,jor I feel convinced that
the moderate policy represented l?J the paper is
wortf?y of support. It ivould be a national
calamiry if LIGHT, in order to pqy its wqy, should
have to resort to the more sensational methods
of modern journalism."
~ W~hope i:hat;-r-as ' a- seqttel- te ~i-r-Qlivgr2s-GQffi
mendation, there will be a specially liberal
response from our Psychical Research readers
and friends ; for, as is constantly being shown
in books, periodicals and speeches, there is more
need to-day for the peacemaking activities of
LIGHT than at any time in its long history.

* * *

The total now received in donations is
£426 I 5s. od. In next week's issue a full list
of the donations will be published. Meanwhile,
as there may be some delay in the dispatch of
receipts, we tender our warm thanks to all our
helpers.
With this issue, our appeal form is
again sent out. If YOU are not already
amongst the donors, please read it carefully and respond as liberally as possible.
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DO SPIRITS

DREAM

J

JN answer to our request for the views of our readers
on the problem, " Do Spirits Dream? " raised by Dr.
Nandor Fodor in an article in our issue of May 26, a
number of interesting letters have come to hand. They
include the following : -

THE PSYCHOMETRIC THEORY
Sir,-Dr.
Nandor Fodor has opened up an interestino.
b
quest10n. What he calls the Psychometric theory is
well supported by The Rosemary Records, which include
many illustrations of hauntings and etheric impressions.
They support Conan Doyle's theory of " a thought-form
shed and remaining visible at the spot where great mental
agony has been endured." Their visibility, I would
suggest, is not a question of the time chosen, but rather of
suitable Mediums and conditions.
To Lady Nona, Rosemary's guide, such cases are not
merely visib~e but audible, and retain even a sense of smell,
thus suggestrng that all the senses-are'involved in-the makinoand reception of these etheric reco~ds . One occurred ~
an old f~rml10use in Northamptonshire, where Rosemary
and a friend were having tea. Nona described in detail
a ~umber ~f Croi:iwell's troopers, who, after stabling
their horses rn a neighbouring barn (still standino-) forced
their way into the farm house and demanded fiod from
the terrified inmates. Nona indicated a point in the
~all. through which these men came, and subsequent
rnquiry showed that a door had formerly existed there
but w~s ~ow bricked up and plastered over. Every detail
of this little drama was described, includinf! the phrase
" There is a rough wild smell of leather anci' horses."
Another and much older etheric vision concerned some
fu gitives from the Danes, who " looked ill, unkempt,
and smelt badly." The spot in Bedfordshire where
Nona, through Rosemary, saw and described these poor
people was a quiet wooded hillside, where I afterwards
discovered a large tumulus and earthworks of a stockade.
N~na explained that such pictures are easy to read in
qutet unfr~q~ented spots " where nothing has occurred
smce, to dissipate the vivid impression of intense mental
stress " these incidents left behind.
. Sight, soun~, and smell are thus all preserved, apparently
1Il these ethcnc records, but I do not think they retain
any conscious life in them.
Hauntings by earthbound
~ouls are another matter. From The Rosemary Records
it would appear that we function on both planes here
and now. \With certain limitations we pass out, in deep
sleep, and re-enter the physical body on wakino-.
Which
0
is the real life we cannot tell-that of the conscious
wal~ng personality, or the sleeping subconscious self
which, Nona says, -is aware of many thino-s unknown to
our waking moments. That difficulty may apply partially
als? ~o disemb_od~ed spirits, whose dreams may include
a !muted functionmg on the plane they hf1ve left behind.
But we must discriminate between speculation, which may
furt_he r cor>~use a pro,blem already perplexing, and direct
testimony like Nona s which should help to clarify the
problem itself.
FREDERICK H. Woon,
Blackpool.
(Mus .D ., A.R.C.M.)
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IS LEVITATION A LOST

POWER?
JN the ~navoidable absence of the lecturer, Mr. S. 0.
Cox krndly read Dr. Nandor Fodor's paper on Levitation at the B.C.P.S. on May 31st.
A comprehensive
historic review of well-known instances reported in the
lives of the saints r,nd in the records of psychic investigation,
revealed that, though the saints may claim that the angels
are their guardians and leave the Mediums to their darker
brot_hers, the results are similar.
Spontaneity is a
particular feature of the phenomenon and reliable records
are the result of immediate rather than deliberate observation.
Sir William Crookes, with the Medium Home, had,
however, many opportunities for such, and records in
one cas~ t?at he saw th~ Medium in the air holding an
armchatr 1Il one hand ; rn another, Home seemed to be
raised out of his chair in a sittinob posture ,· while durinob
anoth~r, Lady Crookes, sitting next the Medium, was also
consc10us of being lifted a few inches in her chair from the
ground.
Sta~nton Moses records like experiences in the presence
of witnesses, and Zuccarini, an Italian Medium, was
observed and even photographed by a group of scientists.
Interference by touching the raiseq body, a sudden
flash of light or a breaking of the chain of hands in a
circle, has the effect of causing the body to drop at once.
Darkness was not essential in the case of Home, nor is it
mentioned in the famous instances of St. Theresa or St.
J ohn of Copertino.
Dr. Fodor noted that some famous dancers like
Nijhinsky, through their intensive trainino- and concentration in their art, have sometimes had absense of the
mo_m e~tary mastery of the air ; Hindu Yogis claim that
levitation can be accomplished by traininoin breath0
control, while Mediums rely on assistance from Spirit
operators.
In the discussion which followed, Mr. G. R. S. Mead
held that the interaction of the etheric body with the
physical body in a dynamic way made levitation possible :
systems ofb~eathing or intense concentration, or a passivity
such as Mediums developed, gave the necessary conditions.
Mrs_. de Crespigny presided over a deeply interested
audience.
B. McK.

CHURCH AND SPIRITUAL HEALING
The Bishops of the Church of England are divided
on the desirability of recognising " spiritual healing " as
part of the a_ctivit1_'. of the Church, and the Upper House
of Convocation ot Canterbury at a recent meeting aave
. 0 £or
on1Y. " genera1 approva l" to a propose d servtce
unction and the laying on of hands. Supportino· the
p roposal, the Bishop of St. Albans said : " I hav~ not
known one single instance where there has not been
distinct spiritual benefit, and I have known case after case
where physical results have followed."

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

* * *

IN ENGLAND

Sir,::--On 9th ~ebruary, 1933, I was communicating
by ou11a board with a very intelligent friend on the other
side, and she happened to allude to herself as being
" asleep " on some particular occasion. (I cannot remember what led up to the subject.) I asked what she meant
by " sleep," and took notes of her answers .
" BJ:' sleep," she said, " I mean a condition of quiescence 1Il the mental processes which restores their vigour
and balance."
" Are you unconscious ? "I asked. " No," she replied,
" Knowledge of the surrounding life still persists, but I
take no part in it while I am ' sleeping.' "
So, apparently, she, at least, does not dream.
Cookham Dean.
RosE M. H. ROBINSON.

Six Special Lectures by Mr. L. W. ROGERS, of
U.S.A. Sundays at 7 p.m., at Victoria Hall,
Southampton Row, W.C. I.

ASLEEP BUT NOT DREAMING

May
,,
,,
,,
June

7.
14.
21.
28.
4.

Reincarnation and Evolution.
Shaping our Destiny.
The Living Dead
Gods in the Making
Self-pevelopment and Power

,, 11. The Supermen
All particulars at 45, Lancaster Gate, London, W.2.
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PLATITUDES AND PHRASES RAYS
By DAVID GOW
RECENT protest against emotionalism in scientific research strikes a familiar note. It is a plea
that has been rather overdone of late years. Indeed,
in this subject of ours, one cannot help being struck by the
tendency to cliches and catch-words . Some years ago
when the Rev. R. ]. Campbell was beginning to look into
the subject, he recorded it as his opinion that the psychical
region was not the spiritual region. One could only
reply that it was equally true that mathematics was not
chemistry and physiology .was not physics. It needed
no oracle to tell us that, and such platitudes are a little
wearisome. One can endure them in moderation but
when they come as a series of parrot-phrases they tax
one's patience.
As to emotionalism, that is an argument that has been
fairly done to death. I have often listened to moralists
denouncing emotion, and getting quite angry about it!
One of these philosophers amused me some years ago by
publicly demanding that emotion should be cleared out
of life. It seemed that emotion warped the judgment,
blinded the vision and did all kinds of mischief.
A
humorist p!"esent--iiiqu1re whether-he --had -considered
that but for the emotions he (the orator) would never
have been brought into existence to denounce them !
Doubtless it is due to the emotions that the enemies
of emotionalism are such loose thinkers and make passionate catch-words take the place of sober thinking.- What
they are really concerned about is not emotion but excess
of it. And all this talk about the need for scientific
exactitude comes frequently from quite unscientific
people, for the true scientist never is heard shouting
about his science as something which makes him superior.
to the rest of the world. In Psychical Research scientific
methods are eminently necessary. No sensible person
would deny that. Nor would he deny that science is
not the be-all and end-all of human life. " Clear your
mind of cant," said Thomas of Ecclefechan, and unhappily
there is growing up a cant of science as well as cant of
religion, of which indeed it seems to be taking the place.
I once heard an old psychologist remark that it was
impossible to avoid emotion in any work. It simply
would not be expelled from the mind. And he said that
the coldest intellectuality could never get rid of at least
one emotion which was the inseparable companion of
the intellect when divorced from all the gentler affections.
It was pride or vanity.

A

BISHOP BARNES AND SPIRITUALISM
To the Editor of LIGHT.
Sir,-I have just been reading the new book called
Scientific Theor)' and Religion by E. W. Barnes, the Bishop
of Birmingl:\.am. ·'If'costs·25j-: I do nor recommend any
but the rich to invest in it. A good half of the writing
is such that only a mathematician can grasp fully. The
astronomical part is interesting but, like the origin of life
and the geological record, can be read and no doubt has
been read by most people in cheaper books.
The religious part comes at the end and as would be
expected of the author, is full of theological controversy
which, speaking for myself, ·leaves me absolutely cold.
As I go round my district and visit the sick, I am struck
with the constant desire of .many people to obtain a
definite answer to the question : When a man dies does
he live again ? If I have understood the Bishop properly,
he makes no attempt to answer the question in a sensible
way so that he who runs can understand.
The great man has a paragraph (447) called "Experience
and Spiritualism." I have read it three times and the
conclusion I arrive at is that he is so full of material
scientific knowledge and theological ideas that he has had
no inclination to study the subj ect with an unbiased mind,
otherwise he could never have written the paragraph.
E. B. WORTH, M.R.C.S.

AND

REFLECTIONS

PART O F THE PRICE

Certain activities in the matter of Spiritualist propaganda have been compared to the passage of " a bull
through a china shop." Of course if the " china shop"
is to be regarded as an obstruction, the damage done must
be looked upon (however regretfully) as part of the price
to be paid for clearance.

* * *
" COMMERCIAL VICTIMiSATION"

An organ of Roman Catholicism speaks bitterly of
" commercial victimisation" in connection with Spiritualism. I think these accusations must be launched by
writers deficient in the humorous sense. " Commercial
victimisation " is the curse of the age and I don't know
any institution-religious or secular-which is quite free
from it, or which can afford to cast stones at another
community on that question.
Probably the Society of
Friends is, of all religious bodies, the least tainted with
the virus of commercialism ; yet I have known some very
rapacious Quakers. As to the case against the Roman
Church in this respect, one can safely leave it to the K ensitites or the other militant Protestant bodies who seem
to enjoy these religious squabbles.

* * *
VALU E O F QU IET AFFI RMATIO N

Quiet (even, it may be, sometimes silent) affirmation
of the fact of spirit communication has a double value.
N ot only does it announce to those willing to listen
that there is a great truth in it, but it also supports and
encourages those who have arrived at the same conclusion.
A truth repeated is sometimes a truth reinforced. On the
other hand, the effect is weakened by argument and hot
disputation. The device of " shouting down " something which is unpalatable to minds of a certain type is
an old one, but a competitive bellowing of opposite views
is of little value. When it is a question of answering
opponents, we sometimes think of Gladstone's remark
that he could always furnish an answer to some querulous
critic, but he could not also supply him with the brains
to understand it !
D .G.

EVIDENTIAL PSYCHOMETRY
I have had some wonderful readings by a frien d in
Plymouth, and Miss Jacqueline in London: most convincing proofs of survival. I gave Miss Jacguelinc a ring,
and she immediately described the friend who had given
it to me, standing by me in a white dress and large shady
hat. My friend had passed over only six weeks previously
and Miss Jacqueline said : " She thanks you for coming
and giving her th.is opportunity of speaking-she died
abroad in-a hot couHtry (KeHya) her-passing..-was :w:.o.nderfo.L
and she is now radiant with health and vitality. With her
is Charles (her brother, killed in 1916)." I have many
wonderful letters written to me by a psychometrist. One
is especially extraordinary. I was in Oxford and wrote to
Plymouth, enclosing some personal possessions. Mrs .
Glanville said in her letter :
" I get a stretch of sand, many people are resting or
walking by the sea, it is very hot-one lady is sitting
there who has a strong feeling of kinship for you, although
not a relation-·she is thinking much of you ; she is tall and
has beautiful wavy fair hair and grey-blue eyes, and a
round, kind face. I also get a feeling for pale blue, the
colour is very distinct."
At the end of the week I went down to stay with a
friend at Worthing-during a heat wave . . I read this
letter to my friend whose perfect description this was :
she had sent me a pre-paid telegram to the wrong address
(on the day Mrs. Glanville wrote from Plymouth) and was
thinking of me while making a pale blue garment down on
the beach!
ELLA

s.

NORFOLK.
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BOOK FOR DISCUSSION NEXT WEEK
by
W . Marsham Adams. Edited by E. J. Langford
Garstin. Published by The Search Publishing Company, London. 12/ 6 net.

THE BooK OF THE MASTER OF THE HIDDEN PLACES,

THE re-publication of the late Mr. Marsham Adams's
two remarkable books, in the new and highly readable
form mentioned above, renders a real service to those who
feel that the creed of Ancient Egypt was not merely a
record to celebrate the martial triumphs of bombastic
Pharaohs, or the stereotyp ed formalism of a dominant
priesthood, but that beneath it lay a deep spiritual teaching
to guide mankind from the uttermost depths to heights
of glory unimaginable. This was the vision of Marsham
Adams, who saw in the Great Pyramid something more
than a mighty monument of the engineering skill of
builders who, it is averred, had no acquaintance with the
machines and appliances necessary to complete such a
colossal undertaking under modern conditions.
His researches led him to conclude that it was intended
to be an imperishable witness to the Great Eternal Plan,
and a picture of the stages by which that is to be effected.
With a flair amounting to inspiration he perceived the
singular but undoubted harmony existing between the
numbering of the chapters of the ritual, too often miscalled
" The Book of the D ead," and that of the courses of
masonry in the Pyramid. With this clue, therefore, the
modern reader can trace the stately pilgrimage of the human
soul right up to the " Chamber of the Divine Splendour,"
using as guides the rubrics and descriptions of the initiates
of old.
It is this aspect of Pyramid symbolism that is so
prominent in the book under review, which need not
necessarily contradict the theories of those who regard
the passages in the Pyramid as a forecast in masonry
of a period of 6,000 years . Egyptian symbols were based
on the principle of "as above, so below," and each
admits of a cosmic, a solar, and an individual interpretation. Take, for example, the scarab (Kheper).
As its
name implies, it portrays the Cosmos ever re-becoming,
manifesting Itself through atoms of Itself, through a
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solar system as Kheper-Ra, the Sun-god, or through the
individualized man as atom of the Sun-god.
The whole secret of the Universe is the ever-progressive
unveiling of divinity from potential to active power, and
man therefore undergoes the same progress, through many
a body and transformation, as the Book of the Master
shews.
Humanity is about to enter into active use of everincreasing psychic faculties, and be taught that these are
to be exercised for the general weal, and not for mere
selfish ends. The lesson will be hard to learn. Materialism and the present egotism must be recognised as inanities;
a climatic period in history must be endured. We have
to break the fetters that bind the soul, hence the sharp and
happily short suffering of the World Crisis, as the result of
6,000 years of preparation.
It is difficult to put this book down half read ; moreover
its notes are highly illuminating, and the present author
has hit upon the happy idea of giving a selection of texts
from the " Book of the Dead," corroborating the main
theme put forward in such majestic language by Marsham
Adams.
Special emphasis must be laid on Captain Garstin's
truly admirable foreword, which deserves careful study
as a preliminary to reading the major portion of the work.
We are weary of the soulless dry-as-dust of Baedeker
and orthodox Egyptologists, and no serious-minded
student of what lay behind the science that designed and
built the mighty monuments of the ancient land of Khem
can afford to disregard it.
Visitors to modern Egypt
would be well advised to take a copy to read on the voyage
out, and read again on the spot, and tourist agencies should
not be unmindful of its lure.
R. B. D. BLAKENEY,
(Brigadier-General).

BOOK AND NEWSPAPER TESTS
QN Wednesday evening last week (May 24), the Rev.
C. Drayton Thomas gave a very interesting address on
two books-The Earthen Vessel, by Lady Glenconner
and Sotne New Evidence for Survival, one of the lecturer's own
books.
First, Mr. Thomas took Lady Glenconner's book and
cited the remarkable book-test which " Bim " Glenconner
communicating through Mrs. Leonard, gave for his
father. Lord Glenconner was an expert in forestry and
was often troubled by noticing the damage done to his
growing trees by the wood-beetle. It became almost a
jest in the family, and if anyone became unduly pessimistic,
"Bim" had been accustomed to remark: "All the
woods have got the beetle." In giving this test for his
father, " Bim " indicated the exact position of the book
on the shelf and the page. He emphasised that this
test related to his father.
Subsequent investigation
revealed that the page indicated contained the words :
" Sometimes you will see curious marks in the wo9-'1 ;
these are caused by a tunnelling beetle, very i:9J:!ri0us to
trees." Lord Glenconner and his son David were present
at the verifying of this test.
Book tests, said the lecturer, had been received through
several different Mediums, but the great majority had
come through Mrs. Lecmard. Her sitters were informed
by their respective communicators that it had been
arranged among themselves to attempt this type of evidence
as a means of disproving the suggestion that the messages
contained anything which was not already in the sitters'
minds, or that they were telepathy from some mind on
earth.
Passing to his own book, Some N ew E vidence for Human
Survival, Mr. Thomas gave a number of examples showing
that his communicator was able to indicate accurately,
items in his study which were entirely unknown to him.
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Mr. Horace Leaf.
Mrs. Annie Johnson.
Mrs. Rose Livingstone.
Mrs. Helen Spiers.
Mrs. Beatrice Wilson.
Miss Lily Thomas.
Mr. Thomas Wyatt.
Membership: minimum subscription !Os . per annum; those who can
afford are asked to contribute more. Library, to members, 2s . 6d.
per annum, l s . Gd . six months ; Non-members, 5s. per annum .

To facilitate the ivork of the Stewards at the Sunday
Services, members are asked to bring with them their t frkets
of membership.
(SOCIETY ARRANGEMENTS CONTINUED OVERLEAF.)
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~ ritl%b

<!College of

~ spcb ic

ivdence

15,

QUEEN'S GATE, LONDON, S.W.7.
(Telephone: Western 3981)
Hon. Principal: Mrs . CHAMPION DE CRESPIGNY
Secretary : Mrs. M. HA.i'IKEY

LECTURE
Wed., June 14th , at 8.15 p.m. Mrs . CHAMPION de CRESPIGNY
"SIGNPOSTS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE"
(Visitors, 1/-)
GROUP CLAIRVOYANCE
Seats must be booked.)
·Mrs. LIVINGSTONE
TheROHAMAH,RHAMAH

9, 1933

5, SMITH SQUARE, WESTMINSTER, s.w.1.
(Entrance in North Street). Telephone VICTORIA 0567
Hon. Secretary
MISS ESTELLE STEAD
Hours-11 to 6.

MRS. MASON
Trance
MISS FRANCIS
Trance
MRS . BARKEL
Trance
MISS NAOMI BACON
Trance
MRS. HIRST
Trance
MISS JACQUELINE
Clairvoyance, Psychometry
MRS . VAUGHAN
Mental Mediumship
THE ROHAMAH, RHAMAH
Clairvoyance
MR. SHARPLIN
Diagnosis, Healing
MRS . PERRIMAN
Direct Voice
Appoin tments m uy also be b ooked with Mrs. ANNIE JOHNSON,
Miss FRANCES CAMPBELL, Miss THOMAS, Miss GEDDES,
Shri PUROHIT SWAMI, and Mr. KIRBY and Mrs. SINGLETON
(Rcftcctograph.j

JUNE

(lrbe 'W. ~. ~ttab' JLibrarp & Jjureau

PRIVATE APPOINTMENTS

(Limited to I 0 sitters.
Friday, June 9th, at 5 p.m.
Friday, June 16th, at 5 p .m. • •

(contd.)

(Closed Saturdays and Sundays).

Lending Library Catalogue 2/6
Miss STEAD ls at the Library on Tuesdays from 11 to 5 p.m.
to see enquirers. Other days by appointment.
PRIVATE APPOINTMENTS
Psychic Photography . •
..
..
..
Mrs. DEANE
Trance Medlumship
Mrs. G . P. SHARPLIN, Mr . GLOVER
BOTHAM, Mrs. COOKE, Mrs. DENISON, Miss NAOMI BACON
and Mrs. BARKEL.
Clairvoyance Mrs. ROUS, Mrs. LIVINGSTONE, Mrs. ABBOTT,
Mrs. BLACK HILL, and Miss FRANCES
CAMPBELL.
Automatic Writing . .
..
..
Mrs. HESTER DOWDEN
Psychic Diagnosis and Treatment . .
..
. . Mr . KEEN
. Reftectograph : Appointments book_e d for Demonstrations.
Weds. 3 p.m., Circle, (Limited to eight) June 7th, Mrs. LIVINGSTONE
Members 3/- ; Non-members 4/Thursdays : 3 p.m. Instruction Class for Development. Miss EARLE
and Mrs. LIVINGSTONE.
Thurs. 5.30 p.m Devotional Group (Absent Healing). Miss STEAD
"AT HOME"-Friday, June 16th,.at 3.30 p.m. Mr. W . H. EVANS
Subject : "The Unfolding Christ."
.
Non-Members 1/-. Tea 9d.
SPECIAL CIRCLE IN AID OF ALTERATIONS FUND,
FRIDAY, JUNE 9th, at 3 p.m.
••
..
Mrs. ABBOTT
Members, 2/6; Non-members, 3/-.

SYLLABUS

ON

APPLICATION.

AN AFTERNOON GROUP FOR DIAGNOSIS by

Mrs. RUTH VAUGHAN
will be held on TUESDAY, JUNE 13th, at

3

p.m.

(Limited to JO sitters.)

SYLLABUS

ON

APPLICATION

~bfnburgb

\!rbe
30,

lBgpcbic <froUegt
anb JLibrarp

HERIOT

ROW,

EDINBURGH,

3.

Affiliated with B.C.P .S. London

Syllabus on application.
~be

~piritual ~ission

JLonbon

13, PEMBRIDGE PLACE, BAYSWATER, W.2.

Sunday, J cme I Ith, at 11 a.m.
,,

Address and H ealing Silence:

at 6 p.m.

Mr. ERNEST
MEADS

Add ress and Clairvoya nce:

Wed., June 14th, at 7.30 p .m .

Visitors welcome

Clairvoyance:
Silver Collection.

Mr. FRAN K
WALL

KENSINGTON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
LINDSEY HALL, THE MALL , NOTTING HILL GATE, W.8.
Sunday, June llth, at 6.30 p.m. . . Mr. JULES A. DE CARTERET
Address and Clairvoyance.
In Small Hall, , entrance West Mall .
Monday June 12th, at 7.45.
Psychometry.
Mrs. LAURA LEWIS
Wednesday, June 14th, at 3 p.m.
Psychometry.
Mrs. GODDEN

Mr. A. VOUT PETERS

MANY TIMES FASTER
Wimblebon

THAN

~piritua:list

ANY PENCIL PLANCHETTE
[]Q]

(A ccepting the Leadership of Jesus Christ)

Sunday, June !Ith, at II a.m...
..
..
Mr. EDWARD SPENCER
Address, Spirit Descriptions and M essages
Sunday, June I Ith,

at. 6.30
•

p.m. . .
..
Address

·Miss PHOEBE PAYNE

W ednesday , June 14th, at 7.30 p .m .
..
..
Mrs. L . HART
Address, Spirit Descriptions and Messages.
HEALING, no charge; Mondays and Thursdays 10 a .m. to 5 p.m.;
Wednesdays 3 p.m . to 6 p.m.

[ill)

lNmcJQlfilEJolfil1MRJ blMl

136, HARTFIELD ROAD, WIMBLEDON, S. W.19.

-

~lf'JQIB1$m u lviwl xlvi~
[1[?fil4JgJfil!J'fil~Q] GuOIJ.!l\'£j

PROV.

PATE NT
No.8708

THE "POINTER" PLANCHETU AND CHART
fitted with Roller Ball Bearings
for speed, easy control and sensitivity
Full particulars a.nd method of
Post Free s;~
control sent with each set
U

JAMES ALLAN & CO. (l'POOL), LTD.
61, SOUTH JOHN ST,

LIVERPoo__;y

----

-

"RES PON DA"

THE PSYCHIC TALKING CARD AND PENDULUM
FOR MESSAGES, AND TELEPATHIC DEVELOPMENT
This lettered Card , use<l with a Pendulum, forms an easy means of investigation into the psychic. IVIany who earnestly desire
commu nication are making no progress for want of an instrument that can give the necessary help. " Responda " is simple
and sensitive enough to yield res ults even to those endowed with but little mediumship . Can be operated by one
person, sitting alone at home. Miss J. U. Bexhill writes: "I am led to write and thank you for the' Responda.' \Vords cannot
express what it has already done for m e ... I am in constant touch with my dear father . . . Now I know.''
Post paid, Home, 3/8 ; Abroad, 4/3 or 1.00

Also " RESPONDA LUMINOUS."
The same in principle as the ordinary " Responda," but set in case, self-luminous, and usable in light, dimness, or complete
darkness.
Mrs. N. de H . writes:- " I want to tha nk you for your wonderful "Responda," which enables me to communicate with
my beloved husband . Life is quite changed for me since I ha\'e it, and I am deeply thankful for it . .
Plea1e send a "Responda Luminous" to .• . "
Post paid, Home 15/6; Abroad 18/6 or 4.50.
Both

obtainable from

R . A.

ROBSON,

21

FAIRFAX ROAD,

CHISWICK,

LONDON,

W .4.,

ENGLAND

/
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OH SPIRITUALISM

I
I

,,

LIGHT

THE EVOLUTION OF

~~~!!~~L~~calfe. 7/6

JESUS THE CHRIST
THE KINGDOM of GOD
and the Power and the Glory

by The Rev. G. Vale
Owen.
4/6

THE WITNESS
by Jessie Platts.

6/-

THE- PRIESTHOOD OF
THE LAITY
by The Rev. G. Vale

- -~ -

Communicated by W.
T. Stead.
S/6

HEALING THROUGH
SPIRIT AGENCY
Written and compiled by
R.H. Saunders. S/6

KATHLEEN
6/-

7

Advertisements given over the 'phone ca nnot be guarantee d un less
confirmed In writing.
date ~f}s~J~.r advertisements must be sent to arrive by Monday preced ing the
Th~ Management reserve the right to reject any advertisemenu without
reason given.

Satisfactory results at any particular sitting cannot be guaranteed even with
the best mediums.

HORACE LEAF-Dally Monday to Friday, 10.30--1, 2.30--5.30, or by
appointment. Public Seance (Psychometry, Clairvoya nce) W ed., 3 p .m ., 2/-.
Public Developing Class Tuesday, 8 p.m., 2 /-. Psychometry by post. Hea ling
Psychic Correspondence Training Course, particulars on applic&tion . G r ot r ian
Hall (Studio No. 3), 115, Wigmore Street, London, W.1. 'Phone: \.Vel beck 68 14 .
(521)

HOW SPIRITS
COMMUNICATE

MARIAN MORETON. At Home Da lly. Public Seance, Clairvoya nce,
Wednesday, 6 to 7.30 p.m.
I, Porchester Square, Paddington, W. 2.
(Pad. 1329.)
(51 3)

by The Rev. G. Vale
_ __1{6-

by Winifred Graham.
4/6

BODY, SOUL & SPIRIT
John

~bbertisement~

P S YCHOMETRY from small articles w orn or u s ed, letters or w r iting .
R eadings r esumed as usual. Send p ostal order 2s. 6d. (stamped envelope
appreciated ).
Janet LRmenby, 4, Darley Drive, W est Derby, Liv er~
pool,
(31 )

4/6
by A King's Counsel.

MY LETTERS FROM
HEAVEN

by Winifred Graham.
4/6

el:la£istfteb

Classified Advertisements, which must be prepaid, I/- per line (Average 9
words per line). Minimum 2/-. Send with remi ttance to: ADVERTISE MENT
~ ~~AGER, "LIGHT," 16, Queensberry Place, S.W.7. Phone: Kensington

BEAR WITNESS

1/!?_ _ __D:wen. _ _ _

MORE LETTERS
FROM HEAVEN

by The Rev.
Lamond, D.D.

by Violet Bruton. 4/6

I

THE BLUE ISLAND

by The Rev. G. Vale
Owen.
4/6

- - - -·

AN ARTIST IN THE
GREAT BEYOND
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by The Rev. G. Vale
Owen.
1/6

B. D. M ANSFIELD, Trance Medium holds a Public Seance W eds . a n d
Fris ..,_8 p.. m. Eee 2/- . Thursdays, 3 p.m. Psyc_hom etry Fee I /-, 8 p.m. Healing
Circle. Private sittings by appointment. 118, Belgrave Rd., Vicfo rTa, S.W.I. (46)
G E RALD DE BEAUREPAIRE, Clairvoyance, Psychometry, Trance.
Group Seances. Developing Classes. Clients visited. Postal Psychom etry 2/6.
Public Clairvoyance.
Lectures. 62, Foxbourne Road, Ealham, S .W. 17.
Telephone : Streathllm 7848.
(898)
MRS. GUTHRIE, Clalrvoyante and Psychometriste. Interviews d a lly
by appointment 1 at Hom es attended, clients visited.-15, Westgate T erracel
Redcliffe Square, S .W.10. Flax 7431.
(1049
NAOMI BACON (Trance Medium.) Can be seen hy appoin tme nt
at the London Spiritualist Alliance, 16, Queensberry Place, S.W.7. (Kens. 3758)
and at The British College of Psychic Science, 15, Queen'• G ate, S.W .7.
(Western 3981.)
MRS. GRACE COOKE begs to state that the re-opening of B u rsto w
Manor Home Centre (temporarily closed during her absence) will be
announced in due course. In the m ea ntime a ll enquiries and communicatio ns
should be addressed to Mrs. Cooke at 179, Elm stead A venue, Wem bley P ark,
Middlesex.

-The House of Rider-

~strologp

anb j}umerologp

report that the extraordinary
growth of popular interest in
Borderline Literature is once
more manifested by the instant
success of two new books

KYRA. Horoscope
5/-,
JO/-,
15 / -,
Blrthda te,
Cr ysta l.
Consultations Mondays and Thursdays, 11-4,-40, Queensborough T errace,
Hyde P ark, W.2. Park 0239.
(929)

PROOF

L et RAMA the Expert India n A s trologer do your Horoscop e. 10/ 6
for two years ' com plete r eading. Special I ntroductory Offer for one month
only. S end P.O. or Cheque with h our and date of birth. Interview if
desired. RAMA c /o Box 543, Light, 16, Queensberry Place, S.W.7.

__by the Rev. v. G~ Duncan (5/-)
Of whi~h -SIR OLIVER LODGE says :
" I soon fo und that it was worth reading
properly''
and

T HE T RUMPET

SHA LL SO UND
by Maurice Barbanell 3/6
in regard to w h ich Mr. SHAW DESMOND
writes " T his book of Maurice Barbanell's,
if no other h ad been written, would convince
all men and women of reasonable intelligence a n d with a modicu m of reasoning
power that Man, and also Woman,
survives death.''
~

MUSIC THERAPY.
Treatment given by Mrs. Corelli G re en,
A.R.C.M., in cases of Insomnia, N ervous D ebility, etc.
2, Mand eville
Place, Wigmore Street, W.1. Telephone 7574 Welbeck,

- - 3 4 , PATERNOSTER ROW,

LONDONi<iiiii:iiBiiiii~

HOROSCOPES cast from 5 /-, send birtbda te, year and hou r.
Interview if desired. V •.M., Cambridge House, Nether St., Flnchley, N .3
(1028)

-~ca~i-bc-anb <to.u-ntt-p-~otcls,
~partments, etc.
LONDON.
"LILY HURST," H ealth Culture Hydro, 95, Upper Tuls e H ill ,
S.W.2., for a sun bathing r est cure holiday.
Solario G arden Chalets.
Nonmcat cuisine. From 2t guineas. W. S. Hendry. Tulse Hill 3045.
(925)
KENSINGTON, W .s. Comfortable Bed-Sitting Roo m s, sing l e a nd
Double. Overlooking G ard ens. G as Fires. Restaur ant. N ear Tube Statio n.
Moderate Terms. Western 3030, Box 537, Light, 16, Queensberr y Place,
South Kensington, S.W.7.
(924)
SUSSEX.
"YOUR SPIRITUAL HOME."
All Bedrooms bot and cold w ate r,
electric light, gas fires, pure, varied, generous diet. Write for tariff- M r .
and Mn. M assingham, 16 and 17, Norfolk Terrace, Brighton.
(24)
HERNE BAY - Comforta ble gues t house, three minutes sea a n d
downs, liberal table, constant hot water. 6, Tyndale Park.

;iftli~ctllaneo us
STUDIO In G a rden of Private House , Electricity, Sep arate E n t rance ,
M ain Road, suitable for Meetings, 31, Church Road, Harlesden.

OAHSPE

8 /- Cloth, 12 /- Rexin e, rd . cc rnen, r ed-gilt
by post 6ci . extra . I<OfMON M ANU AL
No. 1, or Life Consciousness and Persistence.z. 1 /6 ppr., 2 /6 p ost freo.
The K 0 S M 0 N P R E S S,
39, CHE»TNUT ROAD, S .E.27

LIGHT
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SELECTION OF BOOKS

JUNE

OBTAINABLE FROM

PUBLICATIONS

l.S.A.

9, 1933

LTD.

16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, LONDON, S.W.7.
Letters from Sir Oliver Lodge. J. Arthur Hiii. 11/-,
Death Cannot Sever.-Norman MacLean.

4/-.

The Road to Immortallty.-G. D. Cummins.

G/G.

Lile Beyond Death, with Evidence, (new edltlon.)-Rev. C.
Drayton Thomas. 4/-.
Polyglot Medlumshlp.-Prof. E. Bozzano.

5/6.

Magic of Angels.-Talks by Dr. Lascelles.

G/G.

Talks with Spirit Friends.

Bench and Bar.

8/-.

An Outline of Exlstence.-Marjorle Livingston.
The Elements of Heaven.

Marjorie Livingston.

The Broken Sllence.-Margery Bazett,

6/G.

4/10.

2/ IO.

Psychic Certalntles.-H. Prevost Battersby,

4/-.

The Truth About Spiritualism. C. E. Becbhofer Roberts. 9/-.
On the Edge of the Etberlc.-J. A. Findlay. 4/-.
Etherlc Vlslon.-H. D. Thorp. 4/-.
We Are Herc.-Judge Dahl. 3/10.
Angels and Otbers.-J. H. Stowell, D.D., M.A . 4/-.
Psychic Bible Storles.-M. A. St. Clair Stobart. 5/6.

Raymond Revlsed.-Slr Oliver Lodge.

G/6.

2/3.

The New Gospel of God's Love.-Mabel Beatty.

2/9.

Paul In Athens .-G. D. Cummins.

Proof.-Rev. V. G. Duncan. 5/G.
He Became Man. F. H. Haines. 8/-.
A Voice from Heaven. F. H. Haines. 4/6.

Survival of Man.-Slr Oliver Lodge,

3/6.

Lessons from Beyond.-Julla.

21/-.

The Gulde to Psychic Knowledge.-Mrs. Dawson Scott. No. 2
I/I.

5/G.

Healing Through Spirit Agency.-R. H. Saunders.
The Dead Actlve.-H 111 11

Past Years (An Autoblography).-Slr Oliver Lodge,
The Trumpet Shall Sound-M. Barbanell. 3/IO.

Life Beyond the Vell.-Rev. G. Vale Owen.
Vols. I, 2, 3, 4.

5/G.

The Edge of the Unknown.-A. Conan Doyle. 8/•
Human Personallty.-F. W. H. Myers. 4/-.
Psychic Self-Defence.-Dlon Fortnne. 8/-.
Beyond.-Rosa Barrett. 3/9.
Man's Survival after Death-Rev. Chas. L. Tweedale. 11/-.
Vindication of William Hope-Rev. Chas. L. Tweedale. 3fd,
The Marylebone Booklets.-H. Ernest Hunt.
No. 1. What ls Spiritualism I }
., 2. What Is Cla irvoyance I
3ld. each
,, 3. What ls Death?
po•t free.
,, 4. What Is Mcdlumshlp I

Bible Cameos.-H. Ernest Hunt.

4/10.

4/4 each.

2/9.

Why We Survlve.-H. Ernest Hunt.

1/2.

The Candle of the Lord.-W. H. Evans.

3/IO.

Spirit Teachlngs.-Wm. Stnlnton Moses (M.A ., Oxon)Being some of the original Teachings communicated to Wm.
Stainton Moses, Containing also a short biography of Rev.
Price G/6.

Stainton Moses, by C. T. Speer.

More Spirit Teachlngs.-Stalnton Mosee.-Reprinted from early
issues of u Light." Price 1/8.
Stalnton Moses-(Hls Life and Work).

Hd.

(ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE)

LUMINOUS CARDS
PLANCHETTES
CRYSTALS
COMMUNICATORS
TRUMPETS

JL.~.~.

t}ublications
JLimittb

FIVE

IMPORTANT NEW
BOOKLETS

LUMINOUS CARDS
for PHYSICAL MEDIUMSHIP

!.

Human Survival and Its Implication.
By Helen A. Dallas.

2.

The Mental Phenomena of Spiritualism.
By Rw. C. Drayton Thomas.

2/6 each, post free.

3.

PLANCHETTES

The Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism.
By Stanley De Brath, M.J.C.E.

4.

THE SIMPLEST METHOD OF OBTAINING
SPIRIT MESSAGES.

The Psychic Faculties and Their Development.
1
By Helen McGregor and Margaret V. Underhill : With an
lt1troduction by RobertFielding-Ould, M.A., M.D., M.R.C.P.

5.

Demonstrated Survival : Its Influence on Science.
Philosophy and Religion .
By Sir Oliver Lodge , F.R.S.

Post paid, 8/6 each.

CRYSTALS. SEE FOR YOURSELF
5/2t* -

21· 3!' -

10/15/20/-

}

5/6 Post Free for Set of Five.

ALL
POST
FREE

Other Publications :

TRUMPETS

/

___.---

"Listening In."-0. C. B.-Pfxley.

1/1.

"Objections to Spiritualism Answered."H. A. Dallas. 1/2.

THE COMMUNICATOR
HUNDREDS SATISFIED BY THIS
Post paid, 3/9.

PRICE 1/2 EACH POST FREE.

INSTRUMENT

FOR PHYSICAL MEDIUMSHIP

Aluminium-Strong and Light w ith Instructions.
Two Piece
7/6 post free.
Single Piece, 20' 10/- post free.

TWO WORLDS OFFICE-MANCHESTER

Pritts include Postage.

From BOOK SALES DEPARTMENT,
L.S.A. PUBLICATIONS LTD.
16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, LONDON, S.W.7.

Printed by ARTHURS PREss, LTD., Woodchester, Stroud, Glos., and Published for the Proprietors, L.S.A. PUllLICATIONS LTD.,
r6, Queensberry Place, South Kensington, London, S.W.7.-Friday, June 9th, I9JJ.
Continental All'ents: Messrs. Dawson and Sons, (Loew's Export London.)
Au•tralasia : Messrs. Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., London. Australa•ia and South Africa: Mesaru Dawaon and Sona, London.

